
The thesis of this paper is the Central European identity inCentral Europe. Is there such an identity 

and is it influenced by thehistorical developments in the region? What are the historical roots of 

theCentral European identity and integration in Central Europe? Does theCentral European identity 

collide with the national identity in the region?Current developments in Central Europe are certainly 

rooted in history.Slovak – Hungarian relationships or lack of cooperation between theCzechs and 

Poles are few examples of the current developments whichare rooted in history and come to the 

surface nowadays. 

The aim of the paper is to find the roots of the Central Europeanidentity in Central Europe, to 

describe them briefly and to show theconnection with the present situation. I would like to find out 

whether theCentral European identity collides with the national identity in the CentralEuropean 

region. I will try to show the historical circumstances that led tothe current developments in the 

region as far as their identity isconcerned. Then I will focus on the current developments concerning 

thatidentity in Central Europe.  

The countries in Central Europe, on which I will focus upon, arethe Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary 

and Slovakia. Of course, alsoAustria and Slovenia belong to Central Europe but for the purpose 

ofthesis, I will take only narrow definition of Central Europe and focus onVisegrad group countries. I 

want to find out whether there exists at presentthe Central European identity and what are its 

historical roots. In theMiddle Ages, there was an advanced idea of the Czech king Jiří ofPoděbrady to 

unite Europe. Not much later most countries in CentralCentral European Identity from Central 

European PerspectiveEurope became part of the bigger “European” empire under the Habsburgrule. 

Other historical roots of Central European identity can be found in theideas of František Palacký, 

Sándor Károlyi, Jan Kollár, Richard NikolausCaudenhove-Kalergi, T.G. Masaryk and Milan Hodža, in 

the idea ofDanubian Federation, Mitteleuropa, pan-European Federation or theCustoms Union of 

Central Europe. After the fall of communism the CentralEuropean Free Trade Agreement, Central 

European Initiative and theVisegrad group was created in the region.  

It is evident that Central European countries were very muchconnected in the past and have 

therefore a common heritage. Thesecountries were connected in the Middle Ages by the ruling 

dynasties suchas Premyslides, Arpads, Jagellos, ect. by marriages. As mentioned abovethree of the 

Central European countries studied in this paper became partof the Habsburg Empire (1526) which 

lasted until 1918. After World War Ithe new states emerged as a result of the fall of empires in 

Europe. AfterWorld War II they again shared common history and communist regimewhen they 

became satellites of the Soviet Union. The countries of CentralEurope have stronger feelings as far as 

the difference between thenationality and state citizenship is concerned than for example in 

WesternEurope. This can be explained by the long time periods of foreign ruleover the region. The 

national culture was usually supporting andencouraging the national identity which was sometimes 

jeopardized by theforeign rule. Another common feature of the region is the continuity 

anddiscontinuity of its development. It was interrupted many times – forexample in 1526, 1620, 

1772, 1793, 1795 or 1938. Next common featureof the Central European region is the fight for 

freedom. These countriesfought for their independence many times during their history. 

 Furthermore I would like to show the connection between thecurrent developments in Central 

European countries and their historicalpast. The roots of the problems can be found in the dualism of 

theCentral European Identity from Central European PerspectiveHabsburg Empire; Hungarians then 



became a nation more privileged thanothers living in the Habsburg Empire which then became 

AustroHungarianEmpire, in World War I and the creation of the borders of thenewly created states in 

Central Europe, and in World War II whenSlovakia became independent and the Czech part of 

Czechoslovakiabecame the Protectorate under the rule of Nazi Germany.I think that this topic is 

challenging, interesting, demandingand I will learn more about the region in which we live. 


